
PrisonSecure™ for Safe and Secure Prison Management 
Effec tively manage prisoner identities with this flexible and 

comprehensive jail and prisoner management syst em 

"M2SYS Public Safety Software Solution" 

The unfortunate global rise in crime has placed addition
al pressure on law enforcement to securely manage the 
growing prisoner population and the incremental 
number of identification records. Conventional jail man
agement software systems have not successfully kept 
pace with either the dynamic security industry regula
tions or the complexity of managing internal databases 
that offer reliable and accurate identification speeds. 
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"Individual demographic and biometric data can be captured and stored into the system" 
The M2SYS ABIS public safety software database is  a comprehensive resource that allows law en
forcement agencies to establish customizable and scalable workflows with uni-modal or multi-modal 
biometric checks and rapid system response times. The M2SYS ABIS software for law enforcement 
also offers the flexibility of managing the inmate identification database to identify prior to release 
and track their movements throughout the facility." To: "The M2SYS ABIS software for law enforce-

Our user friendly ABIS dashboard allows law enforcement to 
easily navigate through the system to set up, access, and 
change records, even allowing for session multi-tasking to 
maximize productivity. The system allows for ten-print roll 
and flat print high quality image capture with superb resolu
tion and outstanding quality to allow forensic fingerprint ex
aminers to use the software when cross checking inmate 
identities for possible matches within the database with the 
ability to perform: 

❖ Tenprint vs. tenprint search with auto-confirm

❖ Tenprint vs. unsolved latent search

❖ Finger latent vs. tenprint search

❖ Finger latent vs. unsolved finger

Here is an example of our ABIS 
Public Sa fety/Law Enforcement 

software workflow: 
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Identification Systems Group 
www.identificationsystemsgroup.com 
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888 864 6482


